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Modernize Your Resume Writing 
• Start with the Wow! – I used a graphic and a tagline along with a professional identity to quickly brand the 

client and position her candidacy. The summary that follows further solidifies her market differentiator and 
shows how she is positioned for future success.  

• Write with Meaning & Power – Sally’s original resume had a very generic summary packed with personal 
attributes and no real proof of performance. I substituted a strong positioning statement at the top and 
some high-level bullets demonstrating the impact she had on the organizations she has supported. The 
bullets that accompany each role reinforce the high-level achievements from the summary, and compelling 
metrics were used to add heft to each of her achievements.  

• Write Tight, Lean & Clean – Sally’s original resume was over three pages and she had given too much 
attention to earlier positions and shortchanged some of the more recent ones. I re-weighted the document 
to give more focus to more recent and relevant roles and consolidated earlier positions into a brief 
paragraph that supported her upward mobility without creating a long overblown synopsis.  

• Leave the Muscle, Lose the Fat – I eliminated what I consider the resume “fluff” or the personal attributes 
that frequently show up on resumes without any proof or context and replaced this with hard-hitting 
documented proof-of-success stories. I streamlined the descriptions of her responsibilities and dedicated 
more space to the meatier accomplishments that I knew would “wow” her reader. 

Modernize Your Resume Format 
• Pop Your Contact Information – I included Sally’s contact information in a call-out box with her name and 

professional identity to make it easy to spot. 
• Follow the Rules of Good Formatting – Spacing is consistent throughout the document. There are no 

“orphans’ or inconsistencies in page breaks that could be problematic when the document is viewed by 
others.  

• Improve Readability & Skimmability – Call-out boxes and bolding were used to make it easy for the 
reader to find key information quickly. A separate section communicating the client’s expertise helps the 
reader quickly understand the candidate’s key competencies.  

• Choose a Font that Fits – The Verdana font selected is compact, but clean and easy to read.  
• Prepare for the Complexities of Online Search – This document was prepared in a format that is scannable, 

but in addition, this senior-level candidate was given an ATS document and counseled on the importance of 
leveraging her network during a job search.  

 
Modernize Your Resume Design 
• Capture Attention in a Flash – The images, graphics, and colors help the candidate stand out. I used blue 

because she is in the healthcare field and blue suggests a calm that is critical for anyone managing patient 
care and dealing with the health and safety of others.  

• Follow the Practices of Good Page Design – Consistent spacing, margins, fonts, and color schemes were 
used throughout the document to elevate the quality of the design and reflect positively on the candidate.  

• Match Design Elements to Your Industry & Profession – This format conveys an executive presence and uses 
an understated elegance to get the attention of the reader. 

• Embrace Color & Graphics – Different colors were used to make key information stand out quickly and 
a Smart Art graphic was included to communicate the client’s competencies in an easy to digest 
manner. 


